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Development and Applications of a New 
Cellular Automata Model for Fire Spread

Tammy Viggato

Hi everyone, my name is Tammy Viggato and I am a Scientist at AIR Worldwide.  We are a catastrophe modeling company based in Boston, MA that provides models to the insurance and reinsurance industry worldwide.  We currently have two wildfire models available – one that covers Australia and another that covers California.  Given the increase in the number of large, impactful wildfires occurring outside of California, we are working on a large expansion of our model to include the 13 western US states, British Columbia, Alberta and Saskatchewan.  Today I would like to talk to you about some of the work we are doing with the spread model component of our model during this development.  
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- Catastrophe modeling overview

- Wildfire spread modeling algorithms

- Enhanced cellular automata model 

- Modelling wildfire spread within Wilderness-Urban 

Interface (WUI)

Agenda

Just a quick agenda before we get started.  I would like to start by talking to you about what catastrophe modeling is, and then discuss some of the options we considered when deciding on a spread model component for our model.  Next, I’ll give you an overview of the enhanced cellular automata model, which is the implementation that we used.  Finally, I’d like to discuss how we handle wildfire as it moves through the wilderness-urban interface.  As you can imagine, because we are creating models for the insurance industry, ensuring our model moves appropriately through the WUI is important to make sure we are covering an appropriate amount for loss for each event.  
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Catastrophe Models Enable the Insurance Industry 

to Estimate the Financial Risk of a Catastrophe

Catastrophe Modeling SoftwareInsured Properties Risk Evaluation

- Natural catastrophes are infrequent, unpredictable, and have a large impact

• Historical losses insufficient 

- Today’s loss potential differs from historical experience

• New properties continue to be built in areas of high hazard  

• Property values are changing over time

- Advantages of catastrophe modeling

• Captures current exposures (property at risk)

• Provides complete probability distributions of modeled loss

Natural catastrophes are by definition, infrequent, unpredictable, and have large impacts.  Traditionally, companies rely on claims data for more frequent loss causing events, such as auto accidents or house fires.  Unfortunately, for catastrophic events, there just isn’t enough historical data.  We don’t have the law of large numbers on our side.  Further complicating matters is that the exposures in an area are constantly changing.  Even if a large wildfire did come through an area 10 or 15 years ago, it is likely the exposures in that area would have changed.  	For these reasons, you simply can’t take information gleaned from past claims data and just extrapolate to the present, because the exposures have changed significantly since whenever the last event occurred.  This is why you need a catastrophe model, to truly understand what the risk is to your portfolio, TODAY.
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- Where are future events likely to occur?

- How frequent and intense are they likely to be?

- For each potential event, what is the estimated range of 

damage and insured loss?

- What is the probability of a given level of loss?

What Questions Are Catastrophe Models Designed 

to Answer?

What we do here at AIR is model insurance losses that occur as a result of natural catastrophes in a given region.  There are many questions that need to be answered to get a full understanding of catastrophe (or wildfire) losses.When we create a catastrophe model we want the model to tell us:	Where future events are likely to occur	How frequent and intense they’re likely to be	What is the estimated range of damage and loss from a given event	And what is the probability of a given level of loss
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What are the Primary Components of a Catastrophe Model?

Exposure 

Information

Intensity 

Calculation

Damage 

Estimation

Policy 

Conditions

Loss 

Calculation
Limit

Deductible

Event 

Generation

A catastrophe model is composed of 6 fundamental components.  We start with event generation.  For wildfires, this is essentially a list of ignition locations and the fires total burn area for each fire.  We look at the historical record and make a distribution of where wildfires have occurred historically and then pull random samples from this distribution.  Our ultimate goal is the create 10,000 or 100,000 years of simulated events for our study area.  
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- Simulate wildfire spread and intensity

• Manage real-time resource allocation

• Understand hazard / risk

- Many algorithms for spread modeling 

• Propagating rays / closed vector 

• Cellular automata / raster based simulation

• Minimum travel time algorithms

• Huygens wavelet principle

Wildfire Spread Modeling

Slow

Fast

Slope

Fuel Model

Aspect

Can. Cover

Can. Height

Base Height

Bulk Density

Raster based simulationHuygens wavelet principle

Propagation Axis

(Wind, Fuel, Terrain)

Head of 
Fire

Propogating ray – most basic, extremely fast, challenge in replicating wildire detailsCellular automata – historically challenged in replicating wildfire shapesMinimum travel time – faster run, less detail (used in FlamMap)Operational spread – highly detailed, complex, long runs times
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- Aim of catastrophe models 

is to create thousands of 

years of realistic events over 

an entire region

- Speed of the spread model 

becomes critical when 

processing this many events

- AIR has implemented a 

spread model framework 

based on existing fire 

behavior models, and the 

methods of Trunfio et al, 

2011

Implementation Technique Must Meet Needs of 

Catastrophe Model

Historical Ignitions 
Over Modeled Area
1992 - 2012

Obviously, we want the most detailed, accurate model implementation possible.  However, we have to do this within the constraints of our inteneded use.  Remember, the goal of AIR’s model is the create tens of thousands of years of events over the entire country.  As you can imagine, the speed of the model itself becomes critical.  For example, 1000 years is approximately XX million events.  
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- Each cell has a state 

• Unburnable, unignited, ignited, burned out

- Growing ellipses are used to ignite neighboring cells rather than cell 

counting rules

• If a cell is ignited it has an appropriately sized and oriented ellipse associated 

with it

- An ellipse will continue to grow and invade nearby cells until it is 

surrounded by ignited or unburnable cells

Implementing an Enhanced Cellular Automata 

Model for Fire Spread
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Generation of Spread Ellipses 

Orientation Eccentricity

Combined effects of 
wind direction 
and aspect

Result of wind speed 
and slope

- The effect of wind and terrain 

drives the orientation and 

eccentricity of the new ellipse

- Orientation of the new ellipse will 

be determined by effects of wind 

direction and aspect

- Eccentricity of the new ellipse 

will be determined by effects of 

wind speed and slope

Ignition Point
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- Location and size must be 
determined based on how the 
invader ellipse intersects the 
cell
• Location and size will 

realistically represent the 
progress of the fire in that cell

- The location of the ellipse is 
one that satisfies two 
conditions:
• The new ellipse is tangent to the 

“parent” at the mid-point of the 
intersecting parent arc

• The new ellipse is tangent to 
one side of the cell being ignited

Generation of Spread Ellipses

Tangent to 
Midpoint of Arc 
of Parent Ellipse
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Importance of WUI in Understanding Wildfire Risk

By Jeff Turner (Fire At Night) 
[CC BY 2.0 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0)], 
via Wikimedia Commons

By Andrea Booher [FEMA, Public Domain], via Wikimedia 
Commons

- Development intersects with undeveloped lands
• Fuels are in close proximity or intermixed with exposures

- Largest economic loss from wildfire will occur in WUI
• Population continuing to grow

- Future losses will continue to diverge from historical record
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- Historical fires penetrate non-burnable fuel categories

• Critical for catastrophe models to capture these areas

- What characteristics of the WUI can we use to model fire 

propagation effectively?

Historical Fire Behavior in the WUI

Waldo Canyon, 2013 Witch, 2007

Scott and Burgan 
Fuels (Landfire)
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- Varied environment on a local 

and continent-wide scale

• Home construction

• Population density

• Community mitigation

• Mix of native and non-native 

vegetation

- What characteristics of the WUI 

can we use to model fire 

propagation effectively?

• Surrounding fuel type

• Amount of fuel available

• Likelihood of suppression

Challenges of Modelling Wildfire Spread in the WUI

San Gabriel MountainsSan Gabriel Mountains

San Gabriel Mountains
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- Used as a measure of developed areas a percentage of land cover in a 

defined cell

• Urban cells may be classified on a spectrum

• Controls likelihood cell will ignite

- Higher ISA means less fuel is available

- Low levels ISA means more fuel is available

• Most neighborhoods have a lower ISA than other urban areas

• ISA is much higher in commercial areas

Impervious Surface Area

Cedar Fire, 2003 Old / Grand Prix Fires, 2003
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Simulated Fire Response Incorporating ISA Controls

San Gabriel Mountains

San Gabriel Mountains
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Simulated Fire Response Incorporating ISA Controls
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Comparison with Historical Fires

Station Fire 
(2009)

AIR Simulated Fire

Grand Prix / Old Fires
(2003)
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- In order to realistically 

simulate wildfire perimeters, 

we need to account for 

suppression efforts
• Critical, real-world element of 

WUI fires

• Hard to represent in a model

- Goal is to understand impact 

of wildfire on areas at risk
• Focus on mechanism that 

drives placement of suppression 

efforts 

Modelling Wildfire Suppression Efforts

Top: By SSgt Ed Drew [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons

Bottom:  By Famartin (Own work) [CC BY-SA 3.0 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0)], via Wikimedia 
Commons
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- Population is used to prioritize suppression resources

• Higher the population, more likely suppression will stop fire 

before it invades a region

• Model relating population to likelihood of suppression built 

based on  Landscan (2010) population dataset

- High population increases likelihood of suppression 

occurring, but does not prescribe that suppression must 

occur

Population

Old Fire, 2003 - ISA Old Fire, 2003 - Population

The landscan population data set is used to prioritize suppression resources.  An analysis was performed to determine the likelihood of suppression stopping a fire before it invaded a region based on its population level.  The landscan population cell boundaries are used to group model cells together since the landscan data is on a 1km grid, so there are approximately 100 model cells per landscan cell.  All model cells within a landscan cell are bound together by a cell ID that is listed in a table with the corresponding population value.
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Simulated Fires – Incorporating Suppression Into Spread Model

Flagstaff, AZ

Flagstaff, AZ
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Comparison with Historical Fires: Schultz Fire, 2010

AIR Simulated 
Fire

Schultz Fire 
(2010)
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- Impervious Surface Area
• Implemented on a cell by 

cell basis

• Supplements fuels

- Higher ISA leads to less 

fuel available

- Less likely to burn

- Suppression
• Implemented on a 1km grid

- Suppression occurs on a 

coarser resolution in real 

world

ISA vs Suppression Modeling
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- Wildland-Urban Interface (WUI) is a growing concern for 

wildfire losses

- AIR as developed an advanced wildfire spread model to 

asses risk and potential losses from wildfire 
• Focus on modelling losses in the WUI

- When the spread model is combined with other model 

components, it should provide a full detail view of wildfire 

risk

Conclusion
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- Tammy Viggato

- tviggato@air-worldwide.com

Questions

mailto:tviggato@air-worldwide.com
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